The dynamic response of a pile group embedded in a layered poroelastic half space subjected to axial harmonic loads is investigated in this study. Based on Biot's theory and utilizing Muki's method, the second kind of Fredholm integral equations describing the dynamic interaction between the layered half space and the pile group is constructed. Numerical results show that in a two-layered half space, for the closely populated pile group with a rigid cap, the upper softer layer thickness has considerably different influence on the center pile and the corner piles, while for sparsely populated pile group; it has almost the same influence on all the piles.
Introduction
One of the primary purpose for the design of pile groups is to limit the supported structures' deformation to an acceptable level when structures are exposed to dynamic loading due to machine foundation, moving loads etc. Many researches have been conducted for the analysis of pile groups subjected to dynamic loads in recent years. For example, using numerical methods such as FEM or BEM, the dynamic responses of piles and pile groups embedded in a homogeneous elastic or viscoelastic halfspace have been studied in [1, 2] . As soil inhomogeneity has a significant influence on the embedded structure, many methods were developed to study of dynamic response of the layered half space to external loads. For example, the propagator matrix method was developed by Harkrider [3] and Haskell [4] . The exact stiffness matrix method based on integral transform method was put forward by Senjuntichai and Rajapakse [5] . In addition, the transmission and reflection matrix (TRM) method established by Luco and Apsel [6, 7] is a very important method for solving dynamic problems for the layered half space. The advantage of the method is that the mismatched exponential terms are eliminated in all the terms of the TRM. As a result, the TRM method is valid for the high frequency and large layer thickness cases, which are difficult to be addressed by the conventional propagator matrix method. Consequently, the TRM method has been used widely in solving layered structure problems. Recently, Lu & Hanyga [8] derived the fundamental solution for a layered porous half space subjected to a vertical point force or a point fluid source by the TRM method.
Following Muki's method [9, 10] , the frequency domain Fredholm integral equations accounting for the dynamic interaction between the pile groups and the layered half space are constructed in this paper. Numerical solution of the integral equation gives the dynamic response of the pile groups. Using the proposed model, the influences of some parameters on the dynamic response of the piles-soil system are analyzed and some numerical results are presented.
Integral equation for a pile group embedded in a layered poroelastic half space
The model for the layered poroelastic half space with N horizontal poroelastic layers overlying a poroelastic half-space is illustrated in Figure 1 Using Muki and Sternberg [9, 10] , the Fredholm integral equation describing the vertical interaction between the i-th pile and the two-layered half space has the form
where ( ) ( , , ) 
Numerical results and discussions
In this section, a 3 3  pile group with a rigid cap embedded in a two-layered poroelastic half space and subjected to a vertical harmonic load i t Qe  is considered (Figure 1 ). The distance between neighboring pile rows in the pile group is s . As the material parameters for each layer soil assume the same values, thus, the layered poroelastic half space is reduced to a homogeneous poroelastic half space. For comparison of our results with a existing result, the material parameters for the layered poroelastic half space take the following values: on the other hand, rapidly increases as frequency increases. This is because at low frequencies, the dynamic of pile is quite close to static impedance. Due to wave reflection phenomena take place between piles in terms of their separation and the medium properties, the dynamic response of pile group is something more complex. This causes increases and decreases of the vertical impedance for the pile group in certain frequency ranges. Moreover, the axial forces of pile increase with the increasing upper softer layer thickness and the load transfer along the pile shaft is more gradual, then, the vertical displacement of the pile top increase and the real part impedance 
Conclusion
By using Muki's method, the second kind of Fredholm integral equation describing the dynamic interaction between the pile group and the layered poroelastic half space is obtained. Numeric results of this paper show that the soil inhomogeneity has a significant influence on the response of pile groups: for a two layer half space, a thicker upper softer layer will lead to a smaller real part impedance of the pile group, the load transfer along the pile shaft is also more gradual with increasing the thicker upper softer layer. Moreover, the presence of a stiffer middle layer in the layered half space will enhance the impedance of the pile group significantly, while a softer middle layer will reduce the impedance of the pile group. Also, for the pore pressure, a peak always occurs at the interface between the layers, which makes the soil around the interface in a high risk of the liquefaction.
